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Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 High AvailabilityPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design a highly available Exchange 2013 messaging environment using real-world examples


	Overview

	
		Use the easy-to-follow guidelines and tips to achieve the highest availability
	
		Covers all the aspects that need to be considered before, during and after implementation of high availability

...
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Unity Game Development ScriptingPackt Publishing, 2014

	Write efficient C# scripts to create modular key game elements that are usable for any kind of Unity project


	About This Book

	
		Write customizable scripts that are easy to adjust to suit the needs of different projects
	
		Combine your knowledge of modular scripting elements to build a complete...
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Beginning Dynamic Websites : with ASP.NET Web Matrix (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2003
With this book and Web Matrix, you’ll be developing your own powerful ASP.NET  websites in no time.

We’ll start at the beginning, learning how to create graphical web pages in  Web Matrix. Then we’ll use Visual Basic .NET and databases to add the dynamic  features usually seen in expensive commercial websites....
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Foundations of GTK+ Development (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2007
GTK+ is one of the most influential graphical toolkits for the Linux operating system. It is the technology upon which the GNOME and XFCE desktop environments are based, and it's crucial to have clear understanding of its complexities to build even a simple Linux desktop application. Foundations of GTK+ Development guides you through these...
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Getting Started with InstallShield Developer and Windows Installer SetupsInstallshield Software Corp, 2002
InstallShield Developer is the most powerful and flexible solution for creating today’s Windows Installer setups. And this book is your authoritative guide to this most critical step in the software release process: the installation.
InstallShield authority Bob Baker guides you through Developer’s integrated development environment...
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Categorical Data Analysis With Sas and Spss ApplicationsPsychology Press, 2003

	This book is primarily designed for a senior undergraduate class in Categorical Data Analysis and for majors in biomedical, biostatistics and statistics programs, but can also be used as reference text for researchers working in the area, and /or for an introductory text in a graduate course on the subject. A prerequisite of a one year...
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Java For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Java is good stuff. I’ve been using it for years. I like Java because it’s very
	orderly. Almost everything follows simple rules. The rules can seem
	intimidating at times, but this book is here to help you figure them out. So, if
	you want to use Java and want an alternative to the traditional techie, softcover
	book, sit...
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Beginning Kinect Programming with the Microsoft Kinect SDKApress, 2012

	Beginning Kinect Programming with the Microsoft Kinect SDK gets you up and running developing Kinect applications for your PC using Microsoft tools and the official SDK. You will have a working Kinect program by the end of the first chapter! The following chapters will open up the secrets of three-dimensional vision, skeleton...
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Computational Fluid Dynamics: Principles and ApplicationsElsevier Limited, 2001


	The history of Computational Fluid Dynamics, or CFD for short,, started in

	the early 1970’s. Around that time, it became an acronym for a combination

	of physics, numerical mathematics, and, to some extent, computer sciences employed

	to simulate fluid flows. The beginning of CFD was triggered by the

	availability of...
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Windows Forensic Analysis Toolkit, Third Edition: Advanced Analysis Techniques for Windows 7Syngress Publishing, 2012

	I am not an expert. I have never claimed to be an expert at anything (at least not

	seriously done so), least of all an expert in digital forensic analysis of Windows

	systems. I am simply someone who has found an interest in my chosen field of

	employment, and a passion to dig deeper. I enjoy delving into and extending the...
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Cengage Advantage Books: BiologyBrooks Cole, 2010

	Solomon/Berg/Martin, BIOLOGY is often described as the best majors text for LEARNING biology. Working like a built-in study guide, the superbly integrated, inquiry-based learning system guides you through every chapter. Key concepts appear clearly at the beginning of each chapter and learning objectives start each section. You can quickly...
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Google Hacks: 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2003
Google Hacks is a collection of industrial-strength, real-world, tested solutions to practical problems. This concise book offers a variety of interesting ways for power users to mine the enormous amount of information that Google has access to, and helps you have fun while doing it.  You'll learn clever and...
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